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Assessing economic impacts of the specific measures to be part of the Thematic Strat-

egy on the Sustainable Use of Pesticides 

 

It has been brought to our attention that there are some mistakes and misconceptions re-

garding pesticide use in Denmark and the Treatment Frequency Indicator, in chapter 13 of 

the report: “Assessing economic impacts of the specific measures to be part of the Thematic 

Strategy on the Sustainable Use of Pesticides, REFERENCE: ENV.C.4/ETU/2003/0094R”.  

 

As we would like to clear up the obvious mistakes and misconceptions in chapter 13 Impacts 

for Options of Measures we hereby forward our comments.  

 

Corrections 

Page 331 

Table 13-1: All the numbers are as far as Denmark is concerned wrong apart from UAA 2001. 

 

Page 337 

Table 13.4.1: Basic areas for calculation of TFI are not presented as stated in the text. 

 

Table 13.4.2: The numbers of used substances are not substances used in agriculture, but all 

pesticide substances including biocides. 

 

Page 340 

The tables have the same mistakes as the ones pointed out in Table 13.4.1 and Table 13.4.2. 

 

13.4 Case study: Use reduction in Denmark 

 

General comments  

 

Use reduction goals 

The Danish pesticide policy has since the first action plan was launched in 1986 been based 

on a two pronged strategy namely: 
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•  a strict registration system, and  

•  reduction of the use of pesticides 

 

The rationale behind the reduction goal is that pesticides per se are toxic substances, and as it 

is extremely difficult to determine an environmental acceptable level for the consumption of 

pesticide, the use must be reduced as much as possible, e.g. by implementing best practice. 

This important point is not described in paragraph 3.14. 

 

The Bichel-committee 

The Bichel-committee, which represented all relevant stakeholders, concluded unanimously 

that the Treatment Frequency could be reduced 30-40 percent (compared to the use in 

1995/96) over a 5 to 10 year period, without significant cost to growers and socio-economic 

consequences by implementing existing knowledge and techniques on pesticide use reduc-

tion.  

 

An update of the analyses in 2003 by The Danish Research Institute of Food Economics in-

cluded the years 1990 – 2002. The update confirmed the Bichel-committees conclusions. 

According to the report an average Treatment Frequency of 1,7 is economical optimal for ag-

riculture whereas a Treatment Frequency of 1,4 can be achieved without significant cost to 

growers. Treatment Frequencies of 1,7 and 1,4 equals a 22-35% reduction potential compared 

to the Treatment Frequency in 2003. 

 

Agriculture does in other word use substantially more pesticides than is economical optimal. 

The reduction goal of the Danish Pesticide Plan is thus to eliminate an over consumption of 

pesticides, a point which doesn’t come across in paragraph 3.14.   

 

Pesticide Risk Indicators  

Pesticide risk indicators are by nature simple tools and not absolute measures of actual risks.  

 

Given the complexity of natural systems and the diverse action of pesticides in the environ-

ment the limitations of indicators should be recognised.  

 

Structure and complexity of pesticide risk indicators may vary greatly, but they are basically 

either based on scoring relevant variables, or on an exposure/toxicity ratio. 

 

Pesticide risk indicators are developed for many different purposes e.g.:  

•  comparing changes in risks to specific organisms, groups of organisms, a certain com-

partment in the environment or the environment as a whole 

•  to track the effectiveness of risk reduction programmes on a national scale, or 

•  to compare the characteristics of pest control programs at farm level.  
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No single indictor (not even the Treatment Frequency Indicator…..) can fulfil all purposes or 

track all pesticide risk to humans, the aquatic and the terrestrial compartment. Such consid-

erations are lacking in the paragraph dealing with the Treatment Frequency Index. 

 

The Treatment Frequency (TFI) 

The TFI was developed in the mid-eighties because it was realised that the increasing use of 

low dose products was not reflected in the Danish statistics on sold amount of active 

ingredients. Thus a drop in sales of active ingredient can easily take place at the same time as 

the number of application - and pesticide load on the environment - increases. 

 

The TFI is obviously an indicator for the spraying intensity. The Danish experience demon-

strates that the TFI makes it possible to establish tangible reduction goals at national level 

based on sound economic analysis, which can be understood and implemented at farm level, 

by setting reduction goals for herbicides, fungicides and insecticides in individual crops. 

 

Because TFI is based on a standard dose that relates to the biologically active field dose it is 

assumed to reflect the direct effect on target organisms as well as the indirect impact on eco-

systems, which results from changes in the quantities and species found in the food chain. A 

relation between Treatment Frequency and bio-diversity in the agro-ecosystem has been 

demonstrated (e.g. Peter Esbjerg 2002, Effects of reduced pesticide use on flora and fauna in 

agricultural fields) which is more than can be said of most indicators including the human 

health and aquatic indicator presented in paragraph 13.4. 

 

All these aspects aren’t included in the one-sided analyses of TFI. 

 

Specific comments  

The total almost constant numbers (of pesticides) for 1999 – 2002 referred to on page 343 

includes PPP’s and biocides, for which TFI isn’t calculated. As far as the logic goes a constant 

number of pesticides and a drop in TFI between years takes place when high(er) dose prod-

ucts are substituted with low(er) dose products, be it new products or substitution within the 

pool of products used previous years. 

 

On page 343 it is stated: ”that the Treatment Frequency Indicator do neither indicate the 

used volume of PPP’s nor shows the burden on humans and the environment correctly”. 

 

The TFI is not intended to track trends in volumes of PPP’s but trends in spraying intensity. 

The whole point of the TFI is in fact to normalise the volumes of PPP’s with the standard dose 

in order to capture the different trends in volumes and spraying intensity, which arises when 

standard doses are changing. 

 

In the report the TFI is compared with a hazard indicator for impact on human health and a 

hazard indicator for impact on aquatic organisms.  
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First of all we would like to point out that it doesn’t make a lot of sense to compare a pesticide 

use and environmental indicator as the TFI with a health indicator as it is done in paragraph 

13.4.  

 

With respect to the environment the indicator compared with TFI does only include the 

aquatic compartment. With the chosen scoring system (Classification according to the 

67/546 directive) trends in aquatic toxicity below 1 mg/l is not reflected even though many 

pesticides has a LC50 or an EC50 far below 1 mg/l.  Had a different scoring system, or an expo-

sure/toxicity ratio approach, been used the aquatic indicator might have produced different 

trends than the ones presented in the report. It is for those reasons far-fetched to use the 

aquatic indicator as “true measure” of the environmental burden as it is done in paragraph 

3.14, and on that basis to conclude that the TFI doesn’t show the burden on the environment 

correctly.  

 

Conclusion 

We consider the case study of Use Reduction in Denmark as superficial and defective. The 

rationale behind the Danish use reduction policy, including the results of the Bichel-

committees economic analyses, is far from presented in a balanced manner. 

 

The case study reveals a misinterpretation of the TFI, it aims one-sided on describing what 

the TFI doesn’t reflect, but does not describe what the TFI actually does reflect. The conclu-

sion that the TFI doesn’t show the burden on the environment correctly is based on the erro-

neous conception that the aquatic indicator presents a true measure of the environmental 

burden. 

 

 

Best regards 

 

 

Lene Gravesen 


